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  2e, American Academy of Pediatrics
  2e, Springer Publishing Company, LLC
- Concurrent Treatment of PTSD and Substance Use Disorders Using Prolonged Exposure (COPE) - 2015
  1e, Oxford University Press
- Decke: Psychiatry
  Decker Intellectual Properties
  1e, Oxford University Press
  6e, Oxford University Press, Inc.
  2e, Oxford University Press
  9e, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
  11e, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
- Manic-Depressive Illness: Bipolar Disorders and Recurrent Depression - 2nd Ed. (2006)
  2e, Oxford University Press
  1e, American Academy of Pediatrics
- Meritt’s Neurology - 13th Ed. (2016)
  13e, Wolters Kluwer Health | Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
- Military Psychologists’ Desk Reference (2013)
  1e, Oxford University Press, USA
  Oxford University Press
  7e, Oxford University Press
  Oxford University Press Inc.
- Pediatric Psychopharmacology for Primary Care - 2nd Ed. (2019)
  American Academy of Pediatrics
- Practical Dementia Care - 3rd Ed. (2016)
  3e, Oxford University Press
- Psychiatric Care of the Medical Patient - 3rd Ed. (2015)
  3e, Oxford University Press
- Psychiatric Nursing: Assessment, Care Plans, and Medications - 9th Ed.
(2015)
9e, F. A. Davis Company

• Psychiatry and Clinical Neuroscience: A Primer (2011)
  1e, Oxford University Press

• Psychosocial Nursing Care Along the Cancer Continuum – 3rd Ed. (2018)
  3e, Oncology Nursing Society

• Reaching Teens: Strength-Based Communication Strategies To Build Resilience and Support Healthy Adolescent Development (2014)
  American Academy of Pediatrics

  4e, Cambridge University Press

• Tarascon Adult Psychiatraca (2012)
  1e, Jones & Bartlett Learning

• Women at War (2015)
  Oxford University Press
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